The Scholar’s Library is a centre of education for the study of Islamic art, culture and civilization. It was established in 2004 to support the study and research on the collection of the Islamic Arts Museum Malaysia (IAMM). The mission of the library is to gather and preserve resources related to the scholarly works written on the Islamic world; it is a repository made available to researchers and scholars of this field in hope that it could enlighten them in any aspects of their research.

The Scholar’s Library consists of materials ranging from the Museum’s own specialised publications to art magazines, references, scholarly journals, limited editions, collector’s items, and most importantly, the rare and out-of-print books. Besides that, researchers may also find 17th to 20th-century publications that highlight the Western travellers’ interest and fascination towards the Islamic world.

For further information please visit our website http://www.iamm.org.my/scholar/ or email at: scholarlibrary@iamm.org.my
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